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Buy China Customized Cup&ring Type Grinding Wheel In Stock

cup&ring type grinding wheel used in air-conditioning compressor spare parts: cylinder block (gray
cast iron or ductile iron), roller sleeve (alloy cast iron), sliding vane (high-speed steel); hydraulic
parts; vane pump blades (high-speed steel); carbide tools , Blade (YG cemented carbide); magnetic
materials; soft ferrite magnetic materials, etc.

Grinding disc diameter range ￠250mm─￠1200mm, specifications can be customized | Machining
workpiece parallelism, flatness ≤ 0.003mm, and good stability | Machining workpiece surface quality

cup&ring type grinding wheel

As a professional parallel grinding wheel
manufactures, You can rest assured to buy parallel
grinding wheel from our factory and we will offer you
the best after-sale service and timely delivery.
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is good, | Rough grinding and semi-finishing grinding of double-end or single-end grinding
Process|High durability and long service life.

Ceramic end face grinding wheel is a grinding tool on plane processing machine tool, which is widely
used in auto parts, bearings, magnetic materials, ceramics and other industries. It is equipped with
CNC double-end grinders such as Peter Wolters, South Korea AM and domestic Henan Xinji.

Ceramic end-face grinding can be divided into CBN end-face grinding and diamond end-face
grinding according to the different types of abrasives.

CBN end face grinding is suitable for end face grinding of automobile steering pump rotor and stator,
and end face grinding of rotary vane compressor rotor and stator. It is also suitable for cylinder block,
valve plate, sliding vane, connecting rod, oil distribution plate, blade, etc. Grinding of both ends of
flat workpieces.

Diamond end grinding is suitable for double-end grinding of flat workpieces such as ceramics,
monocrystalline silicon, and magnetic materials.

Vitrified bond diamond (or CBN) grinding wheel has more and more obvious advantages in the
grinding of some special materials such as ceramics, and has a good prospect in the development
of diamond grinding wheels. It is considered to be a high-performance grinding wheel with high
speed, high efficiency, high precision, low grinding cost and low environmental pollution, and it has
more and more extensive applications.

We constantly stick to the theory "Quality To start with, Prestige Supreme". We have been fully
committed to offering our consumers with competitively priced quality products and solutions,
prompt delivery and qualified service for Super Purchasing for China Eco-Friendly Bamboo Fiber
Coffee Cup with Sugarcane Bamboo Fiber Cup Lids, To offer prospects with great equipment and
solutions, and frequently develop new machine is our company's business objectives. We glance
ahead for your cooperation. Super Purchasing for China Bamboo Fiber Coffee Cup and Disposable
Bamboo Fiber Cup price, Our organization. Situated inside the national civilized cities, the visitors is
very easy, unique geographical and economic situations. We pursue a "people-oriented, meticulous
manufacturing, brainstorm, construct brilliant" organization. hilosophy. Strict top quality
management, fantastic service, reasonable cost in Myanmar is our stand on the premise of
competition. If vital, welcome to make contact with us by our web page or telephone consultation,
we're planning to be happy to serve you.


